
English English (Cont.) Health
Contractions Stop the germs!, pages 30 – 34
- Can correct incorrect contractions and shorten two 
    words into contracted form correctly
Vivid and Sensory Words    and between people in a community.
- Can use vivid and sensory words and phrases to describe things • List activities and personal habits that contribute to 
Spelling and Vocabulary    the spread of germs and diseases.
- Can fill in missing spelling words from last term in given text

   followed by at least two related sentences - Can link a selection of spelling words to the correct meanings    the spread of germs and diseases.
- Can identify which groups of words constitute a sentence and Social Studies • Describe illnesses caused by the spreading of germs.
   which do not • Southeast Asian Countries Be smart and do not start!, pages 43 - 46
The Continuous Tense • Beliefs and Superstitions in Thailand Vocabulary Words --
- Can identify sentences written in the past, present and future • Provinces of Upper and Lower Northern Thailand • List examples of different types of alcoholic beverages
   continuous tense    Upper Northern Thailand:  Mae Hong Son, • Describe the effects of alcohol on the body
- Able to give the structure used to form the past, present and future    Lamphun, Lampang, Phrae, Nan, Phayao, 
   continuous tense    Lower Northern Thailand: Tak, Sukhothai, Phitsanulok, 
- Can write own sentences in past, present and future continuous tense    Petchabun, Nakhonsawan, Uthaithani, Kampaengpetch, Phichit
- Can edit given sentences to change into past, present and future • Districts of Chiang Mai
   continuous tense • Thailand Government Organization
Comparing and Contrasting    Purpose of Local and Central Government, 
- Can pick out words from given text which show that the text is    Government, Thai Addressing System
   comparing/contrasting • Thailand Economy
- Can write own sentences comparing and contrasting two things     Producers versus Consumers, Thai Money and Banking
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• List examples of drugs and inhalants and describe
   the effects that they have on the body.
• Describe what you should do if people try to 

Vocabulary Words --
• Describe how germs spread through an environment 

• List activities and personal habits that help prevent 
- Able to identify a sentence that does not belong in a given paragraph
- Can write a paragraph of their own which uses a topic sentence 
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  offer you drugs.

Transitional phrases
- Can Write their own paragraphs Which use transitional phrases to
    link sentences
- Can pick out transitional words and phrases from given sentences
Paragraphs and sentences
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Science Math Creative Writing
Unit 3 * Personality Traits
Lesson 3: Nonrenewable Energy Resources
- How coal and nuclear power plants work.
- Advantages and disadvantages of fossil fuels and nuclear energy. - Anxious / confident, Nice / naughty, Obedient / disobedient
Lesson 4: Renewable Energy Resources 1. Name three-Dimensional figures and nets   Agreeable / stubborn, Patient / impatient,Nice / mean
- Solar and Wind Energy Plants. 2. Find surface area of prisms and pyramids   Intelligent / unintelligent, Emotional / calm, Tidy / untidy,
- Advantages and disadvantages of solar and wind energy sources 3. Find volume of rectangular prisms
-  Other types of renewable energy resources Ch. 12 Data Displays and Measures of Center   Distracted / attentive, Hardworking or lazy
Unit 4 1. Create and read dot plots and frequency tables * Creative Writing Spelling Words

Lesson 1: Human Impact on Water 2. Make histograms from given data set Use following words in sentences with correct spelling and punctuation.
- Importance of Water and Types of Water Resources 3. Find mean, median, mode, and range Science Words (Lesson 16, p. 94 – 99)
- Types and Sources of Water Pollution Ch. 13 Variability and Data Distributions merge, distort, appear, unusual, spiral, illusion, incorrect, background
-  Methods of Water Quality Testing\ 1. Create and read box plots
- Water Treatment Processes 2. Find Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)
Lesson 2: Human Impact on Land
- Importance and Uses of Land and Soil
-  Human Activities on Land and Soil skeletons, culture, ceremonies, fragile, artifacts, 'scientists, identify, 
Lesson 3: Human Impact on the Atmosphere
- Importance of the Atmosphere Words with /ŏ/ (Lesson 19, p. 110 – 115)
- Types and sources of air pollution
-  Measurement of air quality
-  Human Activities and Atmosphere

Write sentences that correctly describe a personality based on
 observed characteristics.

  Good-tempered / bad-tempered, Honest / dishonest, 

square, concentrate, 'constantly, continue, object

region, climate, primitive, environment, ' adapted, evidence

society, excavation, influence, nature, woven, resources, behavior, 
Social Studies Words (Lesson 17, p. 100 – 105)
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Ch. 10 Area
1. Find areas of parallelograms, triangles, trapezoids, 
  regular polygons,  and composite figures

Ch. 11 Surface Area and Volume
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, clockwise, revolve, parallel, equal, 'foreground, profiles, slanting, 

 octopus, tonsils, operate, honesty, demolish

closet, ecology, comic, probably, astonish, knowledge, opposite, omelet, 
equality, molecule, impossible, forgotten, moccasins, proper, honor,
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